The MFA in Creative Writing at FAU
www.fau.edu/mfa

All accepted students are offered a complete funding package including a teaching assistantship, stipend, and tuition waiver.
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Core Faculty
Ayşe Papatya Bucak
Andrew Furman
Becka Mara McKay
Susan Mitchell
Kate Schmitt
Jason Schwartz

Recent Visitors Include: Danez Smith, John Keene, Sy Hoahwah, Russell Banks, Jo Ann Beard, Reginald Dwayne Betts, Lucie Brock-Broido, Jennifer Egan, Nick Flynn, Roxane Gay, Tayari Jones, Phil Klay, Rebecca Makkai, Tom Sleigh, Justin Torres, and Dantiel W. Moniz

Home to SWAMP APE REVIEW
National Literary Magazine Produced by the MFA at FAU
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Submissions Re-open March 1, 2020